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Changes from the Dept. of Labor That Will Impact
Hudson Valley Manufacturers
A compilation of articles from Jackson Lewis PC, a Council of Industry Associate Member and the National
Association of Manufacturers (NAM)

Already this summer the Department of Labor has released
a couple of changes to wage and hour law that will have long
range implications on manufacturers. On June 30th, the U.S.
Department of Labor issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
(“NPRM”) announcing the Department’s intention to shrink
dramatically the pool of employees who qualify for exempt
status under the Fair Labor Standards Act. The 295-page NPRM,
contains few specific changes to existing DOL regulations: more
than doubling the salary threshold for the executive, administrative, and professional exemptions from $455 a week currently to
$921 a week (with a plan to increase that number to $970 a week
in the final version of the regulation), as well as raising the pay
thresholds for certain other exemptions, and building in room
for future annual increases. More ominously, the Department
invites comment on a host of other issues. This opens the door
to many further significant revisions to the regulations in a Final
Rule after the Department reviews the public’s comments to the
NPRM.
In addition, in mid July, the Department of Labor’s (DOL)
Wage and Hour Administrator, David Weil, issued a new fifteen
page Administrator’s Interpretation (AI) with respect to when a
person is properly classified as an independent contractor or an
employee under the Fair Standards Labor Act (FLSA). The AI
states that “when employers improperly classify employees as
independent contractors, the employees may not receive important workplace protections such as the minimum wage, overtime
compensation, unemployment insurance, and workers’ compensation.” It goes on further to say that the Department “continues
to receive numerous complaints from workers alleging misclassification and that the interpretation “may be helpful to the

regulated community
in classifying workers and ultimately in
curtailing misclassification.”
The NPRM, Salaries, and Overtime Pay (from Jackson Lewis
PC)
The NPRM expressed the Department’s intention to increase
the salary basis threshold for the white-collar exemptions from
$455 a week (or $23,660 a year) to $921 a week ($47,892 a year),
which the Department expects to revise to $970 a week ($50,440
a year in 2016) when it issues its Final Rule. By the Department’s
own estimate, under this single change to the regulations, which
appears at part 541 of Title 29 of the Code of Federal Regulations, 4.6 million currently exempt employees would lose their
exemption right away, with another 500,000 to 1 million currently exempt employees losing exempt status over the next 10 years
as a result of the automatic increases to the salary threshold.
The NPRM acknowledges that roughly 25 percent of all employees currently exempt and subject to the salary basis requirement
will be rendered non-exempt under the proposed regulations.
The Department recognizes that employers are likely to reduce
the working hours of currently exempt employees reclassified
as a result of these regulations, and that the reduction in hours
will probably lead to lower overall pay for these employees. The
NPRM tries to predict how much money these employees will
lose, though, in the end, the Department recognizes that it is unable to do so with any precision.
Related changes in the regulations include increasing the annual
Continued on page 11

Come Out and Enjoy a Fun Day of Golf on
August 31st at the Council of Industry’s
Annual Golf Outing
The Council of Industry will hold its Annual Golf Outing on Monday, August
31st at the Powelton Club in Newburgh. The Powelton is a beautiful course conveniently located just off of Route 9W in Newburgh, NY. Last year’s event drew
over 60 golfers from manufacturing firms throughout the Hudson Valley. This is
always a fun time and prizes will be given for best ball, closest to the pin, longest
drive and yellow ball.
Registration and lunch will begin at 11:30 followed by a shotgun start at 12:30.
Cocktails and a light dinner will follow at approximately 5:00 p.m.

Last year’s winners: JABIL with the Council Cup

Continued on page 4
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Fall Regulatory Refresher Training
Do your employees need
DOT Hazardous Materials, RCRA Hazardous
Waste, HAZWOPER or
OSHA 10 Hour refresher
training? Register today
because classes start in
mid-September and fill
up quickly.
Are you not sure if these
courses are needed? Check our website course descriptions to find out or contact us.
Online: www.councilofindustry.org		

Phone: (845) 565-1355

E-mail: training@councilofindustry.org

Supervisor Training offered at Rockland Community College this Fall
The Certificate in Manufacturing Leadership Program will be
offered at Rockland Community College this fall. In an effort
to make this fantastic program for supervisor training available
to our members in the more southern counties we will offer
the six Certificate in Manufacturing Leadership classes taught
by the same instructors we use for the Dutchess program at the
RCC campus in Suffern, NY starting in September and running
through mid- December.
Experienced, well trained supervisors are essential to a successful manufacturing company. The Certificate in Manufacturing
Leadership is a comprehensive group of courses that prepares
supervisors for their challenging positions at manufacturing
facilities. The program is designed to offer particular skill sets
through concentration of courses. Participants who complete the
required courses are presented with the Certificate in Manufacturing Leadership by the Council of Industry and Rockland
Community College.
All courses are full-day classes (from 9am to 4:30pm) and are
held at Rockland Community College, Suffern, NY. Though
participants are encouraged to complete the course series for
the most comprehensive supervisory education, the Council
welcomes individual course registration as well.

Council of Industry
members have sent
hundreds of their
employees through
this training over the
last fifteen years. “It
helps when employees
understand terms like
ROI (Return on Investment) and the cost
of waste and scrap.
The program provides
an overview that adds Rebecca Mazzin, Recruit Right, instructs the
value to the big pictwo day Fundamentals of Leadership class
and Positive Motivation & Discipline.
ture,” explains Steve
Pomeroy, President of
Schatz Bearing Corporation.
Eileen Larocca, Alcoa Fastening Systems, has sent many individuals as well as attended the classes herself. “The Leadership program is a great development program for individuals pursuing
great responsibility in their roles. The individual courses allowed
me to expand my knowledge of overall business operations from
a different perspective. For example, my current role is HR and
EHS, this course gave me knowledge to look at business operations from a financial, marketing/sales, and global perspective.”
To find out more including dates and pricing go online to our
website www.councilofindustry.org or email training@councilofindustry.org or call us (845) 565-1355. ✴
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Council
Networks

Next Human Resources Sub-council:
Auditing the HR Function
Topic: HR Compliance Auditing
When: September 18, 2015, 8:30
am - 10 am
Where: a location to be determined
Presenter: Edward R. Kowalski,
Human Resources Director at Ethan
Allen Workforce Solutions, a Council
of Industry associate member
Cost: None for members
Register online here or e-mail abutler@councilofindustry.org
This presentation by Edward Kowalski, the Human Resources Director at Ethan Allen Workforce
Solutions will cover the components of an effective HR Audit and how it can be used as a diagnostic tool to look at areas in your company and use questions to determine whether or not you and
your company are protected from HR related fines, fees or audits and mitigate actions against you
by employees, past employees and government agencies. Find out about what an HR audit should
entail, why it is important to conduct one, and how to improve based on the results.
An HR audit is the time to review current policies and practices to ensure they are meeting the
needs of the business. During the audit process you can find out from if the HR services helping
management or if you are performing unnecessary steps. You can also find out if there are any additional services or assistance management needs from HR that they are not currently getting.

An HR audit
is the time to
review current
policies and
practices to
ensure they
are meeting
the needs of
the business .

The compliance review is another key reason to audit the HR function. This is where you are able
to access if you have been keeping up with all of the changes and if your policies, forms, and practices all compliant with current regulations.
Come on Friday, September 18th and find out more about HR audits and bring your questions for
Ed Kowalski. ✴

Consumer Price Index for May 2015
Wage Earners
& Clerical

Jun-14

Jun-15

May-15

Point
Increase

%
Month

Point
Increase

Increase
Year

1967=100

699.11

696.43

693.76

2.67

0.4%

(2.7)

-0.4%

82 - 84 =100

234.70

233.80

232.91

0.90

0.4%

(0.9)

-0.4%

1967=100

713.97

714.86

712.36

2.50

0.4%

0.9

0.1%

82 - 84 =100

233.44

238.64

237.81

0.83

0.4%

5.2

2.2%

All Urban
Consumers

Hudson Valley Unemployment for June 2015 was 4.7%

Visit us online at www.councilofindustry.org 					
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Council
Events

Continued from front page
Golf Outing
The $175 fee ($625 per foursome)
includes: lunch, golf, cart, cocktails, hors d’oeuvres, dinner, prizes
and giveaways. Proper golf attire
required - soft spikes only.

Sponsorships are available. Sponsors help make this event possible
and one of the most enjoyable of the
golfing season. There are a variety of
levels of support to fit your company
budget. Please support the Council of Industry and Hudson Valley
manufacturing by becoming a sponsor. Sponsorship includes: prominent mention in two CI newsletter
stories, be publicly thanked at event,
hang your banner at the event (cocktail and luncheon sponsors
only), tee signs (for all major sponsors).

Sponsorship Opportunities:
Lunch sponsor – Thank you Pawling Corp.
Cocktails sponsor - $2,500.00 (includes a foursome)
Hole-in-one sponsor - $1,250.00

Tee Sign sponsor - $250.00
Thank you Tee Sign sponsors:
Viking Industries, Inc. The Chazen Companies
Mahopac Bank
Barton & Loguidice
Pawling Corp
Direct Energy
GKG CPAs
Advanced Coating Technologies
Eastern Alloys
Gillete Creamery
Thank you shirt sponsor Direct Energy
Follow this link to register online: http://www.councilofindustry.
org/event-seminar/the-council-of-industry-golf-outing/
or e-mail Alison Butler at abutler@councilofindustry.org or call
(845) 565-1355. ✴

Prize sponsor - $400.00
Thank you to Prize sponsors: Verticon Ltd.

Member
Benefits

The 2015 Employer’s Guide to New York State Labor Law is Now Available

The Employer’s Guide to New York State Labor Laws is a concise summary of labor laws applicable to employers in New York State.
Updated on an annual basis by Nixon Peabody LLP attorneys, the Employer’s Guide serves as a valuable resource for human resource professionals as well as department managers seeking a convenient reference on issues such as:
•

Safety & Health Law

•

Health Insurance Continuation

•

Meal periods

•

Minimum wage

•

State disability and workers’ compensation

•

Posting requirements

•

and much more.

The Employer’s Guide is published by the Rochester Business Alliance, the regional chamber of commerce located in Rochester, New
York, serving businesses for over 80 years.
Arrangements have been made for Council of Industry members to purchase the Employer’s Guide at a special discounted rate. In
addition, those who purchased a Guide in the past year can purchase just the update packet to bring your Guide current, instead of
having to purchase a whole new Guide.
For more information or to order, please click here for a PDF brochure or contact Harold King by phone (845) 565-1355 or e-mail
hking@councilofindustry.org. ✴
4 				
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Human
Resources

Should You Have Job Descriptions? (Hint: Yes)

From Staff Line Management Tips, Ethan Allen Workforce Solutions, a Council of Industry associate member

No state or federal law “requires” job descriptions. But job descriptions can be helpful tools
for both practical and legal reasons. Here are
some of the most important.
As A Useful Communication Tool
Aside from any legal reasons to have job
descriptions, practical reasons weigh strongly
in favor of having them. For example, job descriptions can be useful communication tools
to tell employees exactly what tasks you expect
them to perform. Job descriptions may also
address quality or quantity of performance
standards, or even work rules that apply to a
particular job. Without such clear communications, employees may not perform to your
expectations.
To Help Identify the Right Employees for a
Job
Job descriptions can help identify particular
skills or abilities that are necessary for a position or the environmental pressures that apply
to the position. A good job description tells
the applicant what the position may involve
or require. After reading the job description,
some applicants may decide that they are not
a good fit for the position or are not interested
in it. If an applicant withdraws his or her application, then a prospective employer cannot
be held liable for any “adverse action” under
any applicable laws.
Job Descriptions Can Help in the Interactive
Process
Some state or federal laws require reasonable
accommodations for qualified individuals
with disabilities. Job descriptions can help
with the interactive process that such laws
require. A job description serves as a starting
point for what the employer believes to be the
essential job duties. The applicant or employee
then must identify which of the listed duties
he or she cannot perform.
Once those duties are identified, the employer
and individual with a disability can begin an
interactive dialogue about what accommodations may help the individual to perform
those duties without being an undue hardship on the employer or without creating a
direct threat to the individual or others. A job
description can also be helpful in soliciting
the advice of professionals such as physicians,
chiropractors, counselors or rehabilitation
therapists about whether the individual can
actually perform a particular job.
To Describe Legitimate Minimum Qualifications
If a job requires a particular certification, such
as a Commercial Drivers License, a particular

degree, or professional
designation, list it in a
job description. Similarly,
if a negative drug test is
required before starting or
continuing work that should be stated in the
job description.
Other objective, minimum qualifications can
be listed as well, including such basics as the
need for good attendance and the ability to
work well with others. Then, if a person seeks
a position and does not possess the required
certification or qualifications, you have a
legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for not
placing the person in the job.
To Help Justify an Employee’s Exempt Status
Job descriptions will not, by themselves, determine whether a person should be exempt or
nonexempt under applicable wage and hours
laws. A job description must first accurately
reflect the duties of a particular position. In
addition, other elements of the applicable exemptions must also be present with respect to
each individual worker to qualify as exempt.
But if you claim a person is exempt from
minimum wage, timekeeping, and overtime
requirements under the “executive” exemption to the Fair Labor Standards Act, the job
description should state that the employee
manages a “recognized department or subdivision” of the company and regularly supervises at least two or more full-time equivalent
employees every week. Other managerial
duties should also be referenced in the job
description.
Similarly, for those employees that you are
attempting to qualify as exempt under the “administrative” exemption, the job description
should state that the employee “regularly exercises independent judgment and discretion
about matters of significance” or words to that
effect. Again, describing duties that involve
such independent judgment and discretion,
such as “negotiates” or “decides,” would also
be helpful.

Maintaining
a safe and
productive work
environment is
critical to your
organization’s
ongoing success.
At the same
time, you need
to comply with
applicable
federal and state
employment
laws.

Conclusion
This brief article outlines
only a few of the legal
and practical reasons
that employers should
have job descriptions. If
you do not have accurate
and up-to-date job descriptions in place for all
of your employees, you
should get them as soon
as practical. ✴

Visit us online at www.councilofindustry.org 					
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Mfg.
Matters

Build the Future of Hudson Valley Manufacturing Take Part in Manufacturing Day on October 2

On Friday
October 2nd,
Manufacturers across the
country will
open their
doors and
welcome their
communities into their
facilities in an
effort to increase public
Students from the Wallkill High School Project Lead the
awareness of
Way Class on a tour of Fair-Rite Products in Wallkill, NY
the value of
during last year’s Manufacturing Day.
manufacturing. Here
in the Hudson Valley the Council of Industry encourages our
members to become a part of this nationwide event and host an
open house in your facility. On Thursday, October 1st, the day
before Manufacturing Day, the Council of Industry and SUNY
New Paltz will also be hosting a Manufacturing Day event at
the SUNY New Paltz Campus with a variety of manufacturers,
schools and educators. In addition a Manufacturing Day Round
Table discussion will air on Hudson Valley Focus, a radio program hosted by Tom Sipos on WKIP, broadcast from the campus
that morning.
Manufacturing Day was created to help overcoming the shared
challenges facing many manufacturers today. One of the most
pressing issues for industry is the gap in skilled labor. 80 percent
of manufacturers cannot find the skilled workers they need. And
this gap continues to widen. Manufacturers’ ability to address
this issue has been hindered by the public perception that careers
in manufacturing are undesirable and by insufficient preparatory
education. Both of these problems stem from a lack of understanding of present-day manufacturing environments, which are
highly technical. As manufacturers you can help to inform those
in your community and encourage our youth to understand that
manufacturing is a vital economic resource that offers exciting
and rewarding careers.
Manufacturing Day is an
opportunity to raise and
address these misconceptions by simply exhibiting
what manufacturers do
to visitors curious about
manufacturing. This can be
accomplished by hosting
open houses, public tours,
career workshops and
other events. Through this
collective effort, Manufacturing Day draws public
attention to manufacturing’s present-day reality
and encourages job seekers
to develop the skills they
need to qualify for longterm careers in this secure
6 				

and growing sector of the economy. The Council of Industry
website has tips and information for organizing your event and
more info can be found here at: www.mfgday.com.
Last year more than 1,600 companies took part in Manufacturing Day across the country which is an increase of 800 percent
from the first Manufacturing Day in 2012. This year that number
is expected to increase dramatically again and we have almost
a dozen companies already signed up to participate in our area
alone. Last year we had three companies host facility tours for
school groups which proved a valuable experience for all who
participated. At Sono-Tek Corp. in Milton, NY, the New Paltz
High School Project Lead the Way Class (a pre-engineering
program through the Rochester Institute of Technology) learned
about ultrasonic spray nozzles and the types of careers and training need at a company that manufactures them. Barbara Clinton,
Principal of NPHS, was a chaperone on the tour and came away
quite impressed with the experience. “It was great! The students,
Ms. Mallory and I had an excellent opportunity to see manufacturing as it is in today’s world and how their course work in
Engineering, Computer Science and Physics (and International
Business, Accounting, Economics, Public Speaking and Photography, etc.) actually is relevant! Our tour guide was a Communications major…who never thought she would have anything to
do with manufacturing, the Chief Financial Officer specifically
emphasized the global market and your photographer (Alison
Butler) shared her role in promoting the Council of Industry
and the Hudson Valley. It was a very productive visit and the
students were
talking about all
afternoon to their
teachers.”
At Wolf-tec in
Kingston, NY,
the Pathways
Academy (the
P-TECH school
for Ulster County)
was treated to not
Sono-Tek in Milton, NY hosted a group of
pre-engineering students from New Paltz High
only a tour but
School during last year’s Manufacturing Day.
an award presentation. Hormel
Foods presented Wolf-Tec with their “Spirit of Excellence” award
recognizing the company as a quality supplier for each consecutive year since 2002. This group was very interested in the
different production tasks that go into producing Wolf-Tec’s food
processing equipment. Even though these were 13 and 14 year
olds they had questions on starting pay, summer employment
and advancement within the company. “We are invested in promoting our industry and training students to be successful,” said
Ralf Ludwig, CEO of Wolf-tec, Inc. “We were pleased to host the
P-tech students on Manufacturing Day and we were impressed
by their interest in manufacturing and participation in this program and we hope to continue to engage with them throughout
their technical education.”
Another Project Lead the Way class from Wallkill High School
visited Fair-Rite Products in Wallkill, NY and one of the FairRite tour guides was a former student from that class which
made for a fantastic discussion about what skills are needed in
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manufacturing and the different pathways students can take to
get those skills and the education needed to work in companies
like Fair-Rite. Later in the month Fair-Rite also had a class from
the Wallkill Middle School visit which is great because the earlier
kids start thinking about careers in manufacturing the better
they can take
advantage of resources available
to them in high
school.
This year Manufacturing Day is
Friday, October
2nd and many of
our members
are planning to
open their doors
to students,
educators and/
or the commuStudents from the Pathways Academy P-TECH Program nity at large so
were able to tour Wolf-tec in Kingston as part of Manuthey can better
facturing Day last year.
understand
what modern
manufacturing is all about. By our count at least 10 companies
have decided to participate this year and that is excellent news!
If you are interested in participating in Manufacturing Day but
don’t know where to start there are several webpages available
from the National Association of Manufacturers that can help
you (see sidebar for website pages and links) and you can also
contact the Council of Industry for assistance and answers to
questions you may have.
For some members we know that opening their facility to the
public for tours is not practical or feasible, so we are planning
the event at SUNY New Paltz which will require a bit less of a
commitment. The New Paltz event on October 1st, will invite
students from the Hudson Valley region’s P-TECH schools along
with other high school math and science related programs to
campus to visit with SUNY New Paltz students and faculty, tour
labs including the 3D printing lab and possibly participate in a
hands on project. We also need as many manufacturers as possible to participate in a “show and tell” trade show where you
can show what you make, and tell the students and teachers how
you make it as well as what skills and education expected from
future employees.

Manufacturing Day Resources
●

MFG DAY Website: www.mfgday.com  
  ○
Register your event, get tips to make it
		
successful
●

Facebook: www.facebook.com/MfgDay  

  ○
		
●

See video and photos from last year’s
events

Council of Industry Website:
www.councilofindustry.org

●

Council of Industry Careers in Manufacturing             
page: www.councilofindustry.org/a-career-inmanufacturing

○

		

See what types of careers are available		
in manufacturing locally.

Students, Teachers, Administrators and Manufacturers benefit from making connections on Manufacturing Day.

“Hudson Valley Manufacturers make cool stuff.” Noted Council
of Industry Executive Vice President Harold King. “We need
young people to know that and to want to be a part of making it in the future. Events, like Manufacturing Day, are a start
to building the connections between companies, students and
educators. They begin to mark the educational pathways that students will need to follow if they are to become the next generation of Hudson Valley people making cool stuff.”
If you are interested in participating and/or want to learn more
please contact the Council of Industry as soon as possible. The
more companies that participate the better the experience will be
for the students and educators. ✴
Visit us online at www.councilofindustry.org 					
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Health &
Safety

Toxic Tort and Environmental Litigation:
House of Representatives Approves TSCA Reform
Bill in Near-Unanimous Vote
From Bond, Schoeneck & King PLLC, a Council of Industry Associate Member

The EPA plays
a key role in the
TSCA arena,
having the power
to impose testing,
reporting, and
recordkeeping
requirements for
the substances
covered by the
law, and also
bearing the
responsibility
to maintain a
list of chemical
substances
manufactured
or processed
in the U.S.
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Tangible reform is finally on the horizon for
the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), 15
U.S.C. § 2601 et seq. following a recent vote
by the House of Representatives overwhelmingly in favor of a new reform bill. Enacted
in 1976, the law has not been amended since
its inception despite the widely held view that
TSCA needs to change.
TSCA deals with the production, importation, use, and disposal of certain chemical
substances. The United States Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) plays a key role
in the TSCA arena, having the power to
impose testing, reporting, and recordkeeping requirements for the substances covered
by the law, and also bearing the responsibility to maintain a list of chemical substances
manufactured or processed in the U.S. That
inventory currently contains more than
83,000 chemicals.
In March 2015, the Senate saw two bills aiming to reform TSCA introduced: the Frank
R. Lautenberg Chemical Safety for the 21st
Century Act (S. 697) introduced by Senators Tom Udall (D-NM) and David Vitter
(R-LA) along with a bipartisan coalition (the
Udall-Vitter Bill), and the Alan Reinstein and
Trevor Schaefer Toxic Chemical Protection
Act (S. 725) introduced by Senators Barbara
Boxer (D-CA) and Edward Markey (D-MA)
introduced (the Boxer-Markey Bill). Despite
early attention to these bills, activity on them
has been slow. The Udall-Vitter Bill has been
placed on the Senate Legislative Calendar,
but no further actions have been taken. The
Boxer-Markey Bill is still in committee.
In the meantime, the House of Representatives has surged ahead in TSCA reform. On
June 23, 2015, the House passed the TSCA
Modernization Act of 2015 (H.R. 2576) in a
stunning bipartisan vote of 398-1 (the House
Bill). The House Bill would amend TSCA to
expand EPA’s ability to
evaluate and regulate
toxic chemicals, making it easier for EPA to
request new safety data
about chemicals and to
regulate those chemicals
already on the market.
It would also empower
EPA with additional authority to impose fees to
regulate chemicals. The
House Bill takes a more
narrow approach to

TSCA reform than
the bills working
their way through
the Senate, which
may account for
the sweeping acceptance it enjoyed.
Under the House
Bill, the safety standard for evaluating the risks of a substance
would be whether the chemical presents or
will present an unreasonable risk of injury to
health or the environment. The House Bill
eliminates the current requirement under
TSCA that EPA consider costs when assessing a chemical’s safety and choose the least
burdensome way to regulate it. Instead, the
House Bill requires that scientific evidence
alone forms the basis for an EPA chemical
safety assessment and it diminishes the role
that cost considerations would play when
EPA develops regulations for a substance.
In this way, the House Bill is similar to the
Udall-Vitter Bill.
Two critical differences between the House
Bill and the Udall-Vitter Bill should be
noted. First, in its narrower approach, the
House Bill would leave the current system for screening new chemicals in place.
Under the current system, new chemicals
typically enter the market by default unless
EPA proves they are unsafe within a limited
review time frame. By contrast, the UdallVitter Bill would flip that system on its head,
barring new chemicals from entering the
market until EPA confirms they are safe.
Second, the House Bill does not contain the
controversial state preemption provisions
that the Udall-Vitter Bill contains. Instead,
the House Bill would provide that if EPA
makes a final determination that a chemical
will not present an unreasonable risk, then
generally no state may establish or continue
to enforce any requirement applicable to
that chemical. Similarly, if EPA imposes a
requirement for a certain substance designed
to protect against a risk of injury associated
with the substance, no state may enact or
continue in effect any requirement for that
substance.
The House Bill has been received in the Senate, where further negotiations will likely ensue. If the Senate remains committed to this
subject, we could see TSCA reform enacted
into law sometime this year. ✴
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Advocacy

August Congressional Recess:
No Time for an Advocacy Vacation

By Ned Monroe, senior vice president, external relations, National Association of Manufacturers

Every summer, the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) reaches out to its full membership to
urge manufacturers to engage with members of Congress while they are home in their districts for the August recess period—and this year is no different. Policy
makers will be home for more than 30 days, offering
manufacturers the perfect opportunity to educate them
on the issues that most affect our industry and to let
them know that inaction is not an option. There is unfinished business waiting for members of Congress when they return to Washington, and manufacturers like you can lay the
groundwork. Here’s how you can get involved during this year’s August recess:
1.

Invite members of Congress to tour your manufacturing facility. Use the NAM’s Plant
Tour Guide to plan your visit. Contact policy makers’ offices today to better your
chance of getting on their calendar. If you need assistance, contact NAM External
Relations Manager Leann Paradise. Let us know when a tour has been scheduled. We
can provide you with briefing documents and other helpful information.

2.

Take action on at least one issue that is most important to your company. Visit the
NAM’s Manufacturing Works advocacy website to send an e-mail to policy makers
today. There is no shortage of issues that Congress must address. Here are a few:

3.

•

Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) Reform: Last month, the House of Representatives passed a bill to make the first meaningful improvements to our nation’s nearly 40-year-old chemical manufacturing laws by an overwhelming vote
of 398–1. Now it’s time for the Senate to act. Tell senators to support the Frank
R. Lautenberg Chemical Safety for the 21st Century Act (S. 697).

•

Tax Policy: Manufacturers need a national tax climate that promotes manufacturing in America and enhances global competitiveness. We need a tax policy
that includes a corporate tax rate of 25 percent or lower and parallel changes for
manufacturers organized as “pass-throughs”; a modern and competitive international tax system; a permanent and strengthened research and development
(R&D) incentive; and a strong capital cost-recovery system. Congress needs to
act—now.

•

Ozone: The Environmental Protection Agency has proposed a new regulation
that would tighten the national standard for ground-level ozone. Ozone-causing
emissions have been cut by more than 50 percent since 1980, and existing laws
will drive even further reductions for several years. A stricter new ozone standard would easily be the most expensive regulation in our nation’s history, costing $140 billion per year and placing 1.4 million jobs at risk annually. Manufacturers will be forced to scrap, modify or even shut down facilities to comply
with the new regulation, which would affect nearly every manufacturing sector.
A new ozone standard would be costly because our air is dramatically better,
and most of the controls and technologies available to limit ozone precursor
emissions are already in place. Congress, governors and mayors must push back
against this costly, harmful and unnecessary regulation.

Take action on
at least one issue
that is most
important to
your company.
Visit the NAM’s
Manufacturing
Works advocacy
website to send
an e-mail to
policy makers
today. There is no
shortage of issues
that Congress
must address.

Make August 10 a day of action by encouraging your employees to
reach out to members of congress on your company’s top issues.
Employees can send messages from Manufacturing Works. If you
need help crafting and customizing your message, contact NAM
Director of Public Affairs and Grassroots Advocacy Chris Glen.

Members of Congress far too often say they don’t hear enough from
manufacturers on these and other important manufacturing issues. Let’s
let them hear plenty by amplifying our voices and advocating policies
that will fuel the manufacturing comeback and ensure our mantle of
economic leadership. Don’t let advocacy take a vacation this August. Let
policy makers know that manufacturing makes America strong! ✴
Visit us online at www.councilofindustry.org 					
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CI
Calendar

The CI Calendar of Training & Events

Date
August 31

Event

September 16
& October 7

Fundamentals of Leadership - 9 am - 4:30
p.m. at SUNY Rockland. Cost: $400 single
member, $350 each multiple members from
same company, $700 non-members.

September 17

DOT Hazardous Materials - 8:30 am—
12:30 p.m. at a location to be determined.
Instructor: HRP Associates, Inc. Cost: $120
single member, $110 two or more from same
company, $145 single non-member.

October 1

RCRA Hazardous Waste - 8:30 am—12:30
p.m. at Pratt & Whitney Advanced Coating
Technologies, 215 Tower Drive, Middletown,
NY 10941. Instructor: HRP Associates, Inc.
Cost: $120 single member, $110 two or more
from same company, $145 single non-member.

October 15

HAZWOPER - 8:30 am—4:30 p.m. at a
location to be determined. Instructor: HRP
Associates, Inc. Cost: $240 single member,
$220 two or more from same company, $260
single non-member .

October 21

Problem Solving & Decision Making - 9:00
am—4:40 p.m. at SUNY Rockland, Suffern,
NY. Cost: $200 single Council members,
$175 each for two or more from the same
company, $375 non-members.

October 29
& 30

OSHA 10 Hour fro General Industry - 8:00
am - 1:00 p.m. at a location to be determined* Date and location subject to change
based on availability. Cost: $120 single member, $110 two or more from same company,
$145 single non-member.

November 4

Human Resources Management Issues
- 9:00 am—4:40 p.m. at SUNY Rockland,
Suffern, NY. Cost: $200 single Council
members, $175 each for two or more from
the same company, $375 non-members.

November 18

Making a Profit in Manufacturing - 9:00
am—4:40 p.m. at SUNY Rockland, Suffern,
NY. Cost: $200 single Council members,
$175 each for two or more from the same
company, $375 non-members.

December 2

Best Practices & Continuous Improvement
- 9:00 am—4:40 p.m. at SUNY Rockland,
Suffern, NY. Cost: $200 single Council
members, $175 each for two or more from
the same company, $375 non-members.

CI Golf Outing - at the Powelton Club in
Newburgh, NY. 11:30 am -6 p.m. $175 per
person or $625 per foursome.
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To register for these and other
Council of Industry classes and
events go to our website www.
councilofindustry.org and select the
calendar page. All entries are links to
more information and registration
forms. You may also e-mail us
at training@councilofindustry.
org or call (845) 565-1355 for
questions or more information.

The CI Newsletter is sponsored by ColorPage		

Continued from front page
Department of Labor Changes
compensation threshold for exempt highly compensated employees from the present level of $100,000 to a proposed $122,148,
as well as raising the exemption threshold for the motion picture
producing industry from the present $695 a week to a proposed
$1,404 a week for employees compensated on a day-rate basis.
In addition, the NPRM proposes an increased salary level for exempt employees in American Samoa of $774 per week ($40,248
a year).
Perhaps not surprisingly, given the likely impact of the proposal,
almost all of the NPRM is devoted to economic analysis and
justification for the steep increase in the salary thresholds. Nevertheless, the NPRM touches on some other topics as well. The
Department states that it is considering, and invites comment on,
a wide range of topics, including:
•

Whether to allow nondiscretionary bonuses to satisfy some
portion of the required salary level (the Department suggests up to 10 percent), including the appropriate frequency
of such bonuses (the Department suggests not less than
monthly);

•

Whether to allow commissions to satisfy some portion of the
required salary level;

•

Whether to modify the current duties tests for exempt status,
including the “primary duty” standard, by such means as:

•

1.

Adopting the California model requiring that exempt
employees spend more than half of their working time
on exempt tasks;

2.

Placing quantitative limits on the amount of time exempt employees may spend on non-exempt duties; or

3.

Modifying or eliminating the concept of concurrent duties whereby exempt employees can maintain
exempt status when performing exempt and nonexempt activity simultaneously; and

The best way to determine annual updates to the salary levels
in the regulations.

What Comes Next?
The proposed regulations are subject to a 30-day public comment period. Now is the time for any employer or trade association dissatisfied with the proposed regulatory text, or concerned
about changes the Department is weighing for inclusion in a
Final Rule, to submit comments. The Department has put the
regulated public on notice: it is considering sweeping changes
to the regulations not described specifically in the proposed
regulatory text, such as altering the duties tests for exempt status.
Employers may not have another opportunity to comment on
the content of a Final Rule.

employer/employee in
nature.
The AI emphasizes how
“broad” the definition of
employee is under the
FLSA, concluding that
“most workers are employees under the FLSA’s
broad definitions.” In
other words, a true independent contractor should
be the exception and not
the rule.
The new interpretation
focuses on “economic
realities” of whether the
worker is economically
dependent on the employer and all but disregards
the test of control and instead places an inordinate
amount of weight on three
other tests:
•

whether the work
performed is an
integral part of the
employer’s business

•

the worker’s opportunity for profit or loss
depending on his or her managerial skill

•

the extent of the relative investments of the employer and the
worker

Much of employers’ and court focus in the past has been on
whether or not the employer exercised control over the individual - hours, supervision, location, etc. of the worker. By overemphasizing the above categories, the Wage and Hour Division
skews the determination of classification toward concluding the
worker is an employee rather than an independent contractor.
The Department of Labor states in the interpretation that no one
factor is determinative and that even “an agreement, between an
employer and a worker designating or labeling the worker as an
independent contractor…is not relevant to the analysis of the
worker’s status.”
These changes are likely to have a significant impact on many
of our members. If you have questions or concerns please feel
free to call the Council of Industry office at (845) 565-1355 or
abutler@councilofindustry.org. We can refer you to associate
members that can offer you guidance on these and other labor
law matters. ✴

Following the public comment period, the Department will issue
a Final Rule that may add, change, delete, or affirm the regulatory text of the proposal. The Office of Management and Budget
will review the Final Rule before publication. This process is
likely to take at least six to eight months. A Final Rule is not
expected before 2016.
Independent Contractor Definition and the important highlights of the AI (From NAM)
The new interpretation sets aside decades of practice and case
decisions to a degree that may place many legitimate independent contractor relationships in jeopardy of being classified as
Visit us online at www.councilofindustry.org 					
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Visit us online for
more information
about the Council of
Industry and Hudson
Valley Manufacturing.
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